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Acknowledgement of Country
UTS acknowledges the Gadigal People of the Eora Nation and the
Boorooberongal People of the Dharug Nation upon whose ancestral lands
our campuses stand. We would also like to pay respect to the Elders both
past and present, acknowledging them as the traditional custodians of
knowledge for these lands.

Join the next wave of
visual professionals
and creatives
A message from the Head of
UTS Animal Logic Academy
Partnering with industry powerhouse Animal Logic, the UTS
Animal Logic Academy provides a state of the art educational
experience, like no other, designed to develop the next wave of
artists, creators, developers and producers, who will contribute
to elevating Australia’s reputation as a centre of innovation and
creative excellence.
New global labour markets are developing, and business
leaders across all industries are turning their attention to their
digital workforce strategies to ensure they are robust and
ready to take them into this emerging future of work. To support
these strategies, leaders are looking for the next wave of visual
professionals and creatives.
Zoe Diamond
Head of UTS Animal Logic Academy

As a student of the UTS Animal Logic Academy, you will have
the opportunity to level up in an intensive one-year full time
master program, where you will collaborate with like-minded
students in an immersive studio experience like no other
educational program.
This is the future of learning, and we invite you to join us as
we deliver our unique industry led program to create industry
ready professionals, problem solvers, story tellers, creators,
developers and thinkers.
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Meet
the team
Chris Ebeling
Creative lead
—

Creative Lead at the Academy, Chris Ebeling
is an award winning Animator, Creative
Director, digital artist and writer having
worked on Hollywood blockbusters such as
The Lego Movie, The Great Gatsby, Gods of
Egypt and Happy Feet 2. Supplementing his
extensive film and visual effects background,
Chris has successfully directed projects in
Virtual and Augmented reality, as well as
games for PC, mobile and more.

Zoe Diamond
Head of academy
—

Head of the Academy, Zoe brings with her
almost two decades of experience in the VFX
and animation industry. Prior to the Academy,
Zoe worked at Animal Logic as Head of
Human Resources and was a member of
the Executive Team. In these roles, Zoe
developed and implemented strategies that
supported the growth of the company and
oversaw over 600 artists and staff during
peak production. Some of Zoe’s credits
include Peter Rabbit, The LEGO Ninjago Movie,
The LEGO Batman Movie and the Academy
Award® winning film Happy Feet.

Daniel Flood
Technical Lead
—

With nearly 10 years experience in pipeline,
lighting and look development at Method,
Dr.D and Animal Logic, Dan has worked on
films such as The Great Gatsby, Deepwater
Horizon, Gods of Egypt, Ghostbusters,
and Happy Feet Two. Dan was also key
in designing the award winning ‘Turret’
Shotgun+USD pipeline used at the Academy,
and in steering our real-time technologies.

Matt Estela
VFX lead
—

VFX lead at the Academy, Matt Estela has
over 17 years of experience in 3D animation,
most recently as VR supervisor and FX lead
at Animal Logic Sydney. He has worked on
Peter Rabbit, The Lego Batman Movie
VR experience, and many commercials in
the UK.

Andrew Johnston
Research Director
—

Andrew Johnston is Associate Professor at
the University of Technology Sydney, where
he works as the Research Director of the UTS
Animal Logic Academy, an education and
research studio focusing on creative practice
and digital technologies. He also co-directs
the Creativity and Cognition Studios, an
interdisciplinary research group working
at the intersection of performance, art and
technology.
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Why study
with us?
With the Master of Animation and Visualisation (MAV), you’ll be
ready to lead the way in an industry where disruption is the only
constant. Developed by the UTS Animal Logic Academy (UTS ALA),
the MAV will transform you from an aspiring creative professional to
a practitioner at the forefront of your field. Build niche technical and
creative skills, work alongside global industry leaders, and expand
your intellectual and creative practice through a series of deliberately
collaborative projects.

Here’s why you should study with us:
Advanced practitioners wanted
This course is for creative, technical and
production professionals with extensive
experience in the creative visualisation
space. You’ve already got the fundamental
skills — we’ll help you take them to the next
level. You’ll develop your creative practice,
conceptual capabilities and technical
dexterity, and learn to apply them in new
and unexpected contexts.
Learn from the best
To be the best, you’ve got to learn from
the best. The academy is a partnership
between UTS and Animal Logic, one of the
world’s leading digital production studios
— so when you study with us you work with
leading professionals from both Animal
Logic and the industry at-large, who are
shaping the digital creative industries of
the future.
Build skills that count
When we talk about transdisciplinary
degrees, we mean it: the MAV is all about
building skills in more than one domain.
You’ll build advanced capabilities in
computer-generated imagery (CGI)
innovation, digital asset creation, creative
practice, visualisation technologies and

dynamic teamwork practices. What’s more,
you’ll work alongside other students with
expertise in art, design, engineering, IT,
science and business, giving you exposure
to new ways of thinking and new modes of
practice.
Work with the tools of the trade
The MAV is a unique practice based
learning experience. Key to the UTS ALA
is our vibrant studio space, which has
been purpose-built to enable the creative
workflows that define the industry. It also
houses the latest in digital technologies,
so you’ll be gaining hands-on experience
with the same tools you’ll use in your
professional career.
Gain more than knowledge
Technical skill is important, but
partnerships are at the heart
of all great creative projects. That’s why
we’ve built extensive opportunities for
creative collaboration into our courses —
you’ll work alongside peers from a range
of professional backgrounds, sharing
skills and expertise to deliver outside-thesquare solutions to creative and technical
challenges.
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About the
UTS Animal Logic
Academy
The studio experience:
Master of Animation and Visualisation
The University of Technology Sydney (UTS) and Animal
Logic have joined forces to create the UTS Animal Logic
Academy, a professionally-equipped studio space that
responds to the challenges of the animation and visualisation
industries. Here, we’re producing the next-generation of
professionals who are ready to make their mark on the
creative industries.

At the UTS ALA, we offer postgraduate
research and a practice-based Master
degree in animation and visualisation.
You’ll work alongside leaders in industry,
education and research who’ll support your
artistic and professional growth. By the
end of your time with us, you’ll have built
a robust skill set that’s applicable across
a wide range of roles, from animation
and software development to data
visualisation, data science and across
emerging technologies.
The UTS ALA is a unique collaboration
located on the UTS campus, right in the
heart of Sydney’s creative precinct. It’s
been engineered to the highest industry
standards, which means you’ll engage with
the tools and technologies that define the
animation and visualisation industry today.
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The Master of Animation and Visualisation
(MAV) is a one-year intensive degree
designed to build your skills across
traditional and emerging animation, CGI,
and visual effects work flows. It draws
together artists and creative professionals
under the guidance of industry leaders,
preparing graduates to join the next
generation of smart creatives.
The MAV is a practice-based degree,
which means you’ll engage with extensive
hands-on practice in a custom-built studio
environment. You’ll work in partnership
with other students, using your combined
expertise to deliver solutions to a series
of creative and technical projects that
emerge from studio practice – previously,
these projects have included traditional
CGI for film, virtual reality (VR), augmented
reality (AR), mixed reality (MR), visualisation
and immersive/experiential environment
challenges.
The MAV is aimed at practitioners with
existing skills and experience in the
creative visualisation space. It’s a unique
opportunity to develop your creative
professional practice, conceptual skill
and technical dexterity in an immersive
studio environment. When you graduate,
you’ll join the ranks of the next generation
of smart creatives, ready to innovate in a
traditional professional role or help drive
the development of new industry sectors.

Master of Animation
and Visualisation (MAV)
Course structure
The MAV is a one-year, full-time degree comprising of 72 credit points
that runs from January to November each year. It comprises of three
structured studio experiences worth 24 credit points each with studio
participation from 9:00AM - 5:00PM, Monday to Friday, with a weeklong break between each studio.

Course Completion Requirements

Credit Points

The Connected Studio

24

The Collaboration Studio

24

The Challenge Studio

24

Total

72
Applications are accepted throughout the
year and offers are made progressively
until the following year’s intake is fully
crewed. Successful applicants are
required to commence in January each
year to ensure that the cohort experience
is optimised for all participants in the
program.

The research experience:
Postgraduate research degrees
The UTS ALA is home to a thriving
research culture. Within our research
portfolio, we’re building a growing body of
knowledge in the future of CGI, animation,
interaction and visualisation. As a student
in our practice-based PhD and masters
degree research programs, you’ll make a
meaningful contribution to this emerging
field of enquiry.

Subject areas include user/audience
experiences, engagement and narrative
(particularly in relation to technologies
such as augmented and virtual reality),
animation and interaction, interaction
design for professional CGI work, new
aesthetic and technical approaches to
data visualisation, creative collaboration
in the context of professional CGI work,
real-time computer-generated visuals,
and sound creative coding & software
development.
We’re always seeking new research
collaborations with artists, performers,
creative coders and organisations.
To discuss your research ideas or to find
out more about research degrees at the
UTS ALA, please contact the academy
Contact us:
E: animallogicacademy@uts.edu.au
W: www.animallogicacademy.com.au
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The animation and visualisation
pipeline - how it works...
Idea

Everything starts with one...or two...

Script

Storyboard

Structuring your idea

Visualising your idea

Content

Animation
Bringing them to life

Animation, fx, art...

Rigging

Surfacing

Modelling

Giving movable objects
skeletons and controls
so they can be moved

Adding materials
and colour

Building the world and
its content in 3D

Research & development

Software development
Tools
Coding
Technical directors

FX
Adding smoke, water,
atmosphere and
explosions

Lighting
Let there be light
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Rendering

Compositing

Making the final images

Putting all the pieces
together

Production
Producer
Production co-ordinator

Producing an animation
requires a range of technical
expertise. Here are some
of the key skills you’ll learn
as part of a UTS Master of
Animation and Visualisation.

Scheduling
Bidding tasks

Animatic

Story
Everything starts with a spark of
inspiration. You’ll workshop an idea and use
a storyboarding process to break it down
into individual frames.

Modelling

Watch your visualisation
over time

Next, you’ll make the 3D shapes or models
that you’ll use as part of your production.
3D modellers use production software to
create three-dimensional representations
of surfaces and objects, either from
scratch or by scanning an existing object
recreating it in 3D.

Rigging

Mixed Reality

Once you’ve got your models, you’ll need
to rig them – essentially, this means you’ll
prepare them to be animated. The ‘rig’ is
essentially a skeleton for the model that
enables it to move in a lifelike way.

Design
Design the world
and its content

Animation
Now it’s time to animate. Animation is the
creation of movement from still images
or objects. It’s become increasingly
sophisticated thanks to computergenerated animation software that
simulates the movement of 3D figures.

Previsualisation/layout
Seeing your idea come to life
in 3D space

VFX
Virtual Reality

Editing

Colour grading

Making the shots flow

Final touches

Next, add your special effects. These could
include rotoscoping (using live-action
footage to create lifelike movements in
your animation), texturing/shading (adding
computer-generated techniques to the
exterior of your models to make them look
real), matchmoving/tracking (inserting CG
elements into your footage), and dynamics
effects (overcoming variances in sound
volume to create a seamless listening
experience).

Lighting
You’ll learn to work with everything from
point lights and spotlights to directional,
ambient and area lights to set the mood
and create a lifelike feeling on screen.

Compositing
Compositing is the process of combining
a bunch of visual elements to create a
realistic composite picture. You’ll gain skills
in manipulating and polishing your source
material to make the final composite image
look real.
Augmented Reality

Final Output
Show it to the world...
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Awards
UTS Animal Logic Academy is also an award
winning educational digital studio in its own
right! Since opening in 2017, we have achieved
amazing success, winning a number of
prestigious awards in 2018.
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The Rookies 2018
VR Game of the Year

Siggraph 2018
Shotgun Pipeline Award

AEAF 2018 Gold Award
Short Animation

TerraChi

Turret

Jasper

TerraChi was a final student project from
2017, involving 19 students and created in
15 weeks. The project won ‘VR Game of the
Year Award’ from The Rookies - an annual
awards and mentor platform open to
young creatives in film, animation, games,
VR, motion graphics and architecture
visualisation. TerraChi is an interactive VR
experience that transports the user to a
stylised world where Tai Chi inspired moves
and biometrics allow the user to change
the world around them.

Turret is a software developed by students
at UTS ALA which was awarded the
prestigious Shotgun Pipeline Award at
Siggraph in August 2018. The annual
Pipeline Awards highlights the best
pipeline innovation around the world, and
this was the first time a Shotgun Pipeline
Award was awarded to students! Turret
permits building large 3D scenes with “live”
references to digital assets. This eases
collaboration across a large team,
by reducing the number of steps to keep
artists’ work in sync and up to date.

The team from the UTS ALA earned Gold
in the Web/Viral category for its short
Animation Jasper at AEAF (Animation &
Effect Awards & Festival) on 30 August
2018. Jasper is a short animation about
the dream of flight, exploring new ways to
blur the lines between analogue and digital
visual effects. It was filmed on a miniature
set using a Blackmagic Design URSA
camera on a KUKA robot arm at UTS.

Communication

The Rookies 2018
VR Game of the Year
TerraChi

Creative Writing
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Emma Cooney
Lighting artist

Jessica Dali
Technical director

“Exposure to a film industry-style
production pipeline was one of the
most valuable experiences I got
from the academy. Mirroring industry
practices such as desk rounds and
dailies really helped me to settle into
my first industry job quickly, as that is
exactly what they do at Animal Logic.”

“With the help of close mentors and
industry professionals, I was able to
leave the Academy and walk into my
first job feeling confident that I was
ready and knew what I was doing.”

From our
graduates...
Aaron De Leon
3D generalist

“My time at the Academy helped with
building professional networks, being
introduced to new software, emerging
hardware, and industry workflows.”
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Alessandra Grasso
Production co-ordinator

“My time at the Academy allowed
me to gain new skills, work with
emerging technology, see what it’s
like working in an animation studio
and most importantly create industry
connections.”

Hannah Chu
Pipeline technical director

Andrew Battye
2d animator and compositor

“I’ve have the chance to do
development on new technologies,
like hololens, AR / VR development
in Unity. And most important of all,
the academy provided me with the
experience to understand how it feels
to work in the VFX industry, and that’s
what I came for in the first place.”

“My time at the Academy helped in
many ways. Experience working in a
production pipeline was very important
in being able to hit the ground running
when you get a job. Also, the network
of people you come into contact with
and the relationships you form at the
MAV are just as, if not more, important
as the technical experience you gain.”
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How to
apply & fees
The academic year
January to November

Submit your application for
the MAV online:

Application closing dates

–– through the UTS Online Application
system at: uts.edu.au/pg-admissions

If you want to start studying the Master of
Animation and Visualisation (MAV) at UTS
next year you will need to apply by:
For local applicants:
29 November 2019
For International applicants:
27 September 2019

Local applicants: coursework
To be considered for the MAV, you’ll need
solid skills –or prior industry experience –
in animation or visualisation.
Examples include;
–– animation, VFX
–– coding, games design development
–– tool building (software development,
engineering)
–– asset creation (modelling, rigging,
surfacing)
–– storyboarding, concept art
–– production design, cinematography,
editing
–– motion graphics or similar
In addition to meeting standard admission
requirements, you’ll also need to submit
supporting evidence (such as a portfolio,
coding examples, animation etc) to verify
your skills. If your application is strong,
you’ll be invited to attend a panel interview
so we can find out more about you, your
skills and experience.
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–– or come visit us at one of our
postgraduate expos or postgraduate
information sessions to find out more.
Find out everything you need to know
about upcoming information sessions at:
uts.edu.au/tdi-events

Local applicants: research
A postgraduate by research degree will see
you undertake and complete a research
project. Before you submit your application
though, you’ll need to consider what you
want to research, write a research proposal
and find a supervisor. When you’ve done
that, send your application to the UTS
Graduate research School.
Visit uts.ac/apply-for-research or email
grs@uts.edu.au to find out more about the
application process and to apply.

International applicants
If you’re an international student, head
to uts.edu.au/international to find the
course information, fees and application
details relevant to you.

English language proficiency
There are English language proficiency
requirements for all courses. These
requirements may apply to you, even if you
are not an international student.
Visit uts.edu.au/english-languagerequirements to find out more.

Fees
If you’re studying a postgraduate by
coursework degree, you’ll need to pay
tuition fees. You can find out more about
what your degree will cost at:
uts.edu.au/tuition-fee-calculator
For postgraduate by research degrees,
you will need to either pay a fee or, if you’re
eligible for the Research Training Program,
the Australian Government will cover the
cost for you. To find out more visit:
uts.edu.au/domestic-hd-fees
If you do have to pay a fee and you’re a local
student, you may be eligible for FEE-HELP,
an Australian Government loan scheme.
Using FEE-HELP means you don’t have
to pay for your tuition fees up front. More
information can be found at:
uts.edu.au/government-help-schemes
You can choose to repay your FEE-HELP
loan simply by notifying your employer
who will then withhold your payments
through the PAYG tax system. You can also
make payments directly to the Australian
Taxation Office (ATO).

Alumni advantage
If you’ve already completed a degree at
UTS then you’re eligible for the Alumni
Advantage program, which offers a 10%
savings on full fee paying degree programs.
Find out if you’re eligible for Alumni
Advantage at:
alumni.uts.edu.au/advantage

MAV scholarship
Students applying for the Master of
Animation and Visualisation (MAV) may
also be eligible for the Animal Logic
Academy Scholarship. Please note that the
scholarship offering may vary from year to
year. For more details, please email UTS
ALA directly:
animallogicacademy@uts.edu.au

Communication

Disclaimer: Courses and electives are offered subject
to numbers. The information in this brochure is provided
for Australian and New Zealand Citizens and Australian
Permanent Residents. If you are an international student,
please consult the International Course Guide available
from UTS International. Information is correct at time of
printing (February 2019) and is subject to change without
notice. Changes in circumstances after this date may
alter the accuracy or currency of the information.
UTS reserves the right to alter any matter described in
this brochure without notice. Readers are responsible for
verifying information that pertains to them by contacting
the university.
Images: Seng Venly Ung
22351 FEB 2019
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animallogicacademy.uts.edu.au

Connect with us
UTSANIMALLOGICACADEMY
UTSANIMALLOGICACADEMY
For advice or information
go to ask.uts.edu.au
or call 1300 ASK UTS
UTS CRICOS 00099F

